
turn on the camera2
Flip the switch on the camera, the orange light should turn on.  Allow up to 120 seconds for the 
system to initialize.

warranty | One (1) year from date of purchase - applies to manufacturing defects only.

Connect to wi-fi3
Go into Wi-Fi settings on your device and select the TARGETVISION#### network
(#### represents the system serial number). Password: neverlosesight

Open app & connect to camera4
A. Open the TARGETVISION app
B. The camera feed should automatically appear 

5 USING TARGET VISION AFTER INITIAL SET-UP

A.  Turn the camera unit and the receiver unit on
B.  Make sure you are connected to the TARGETVISION Wi-Fi network
C.  Place the camera down range about 10-15 ft. (about 6 steps)  from target,  confirm aim and
      focus by viewing the camera feed in the app
D.  Make sure that the receiver unit is inline with and pointing directly at the camera unit
      (arrows on the receiver show what side to point at the camera)
E.  Open the app
F.  ENJOY!!!

6 charging
IMPORTANT NOTICE | TARGETVISION contains lithium ion batteries, which have been known to cause fires or explo-
sions when used improperly.

• Only use the included charger to charge both the camera and the receiver
• Do not charge unattended
• Charging is completed when charger light turns green

fill out & mail in registration card7
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Download the App 1
 TARGETVISION
 Available in Apple App Store & Google Play. Same for all devices.

quick start
guide



Main Menu
Allows user to access galleries,
settings, support, and feedback

Hide/Show shot markings
Allows user to hide or show shot
markings.  This can be helpful
when looking for new bullet 
holes that may be close to one
another or hidden by shot 
markings.                      Shot taken

This button tells the app that a 
shot has been taken and causes 
the new shot to blink.  If you
want to see every new shot 
blink you must hit this button 
after every shot you take.

              Shooting options
Turns shot marking on/off, resets
all shot markings, marks groups,
and starts new sessions

Undo shot markings
Allows user to undo prior shot
markings in case they were put 
in the wrong place or were 
marked on accident.

                    record video
Starts and stops recording video.
Records shot markings if they 
are on the screen.  Saves to 
gallery in TARGETVISION app. 

          capture snapshot
Saves snapshots to gallery in 
TARGETVISION app.  If shot 
markings are present they are 
saved in the snapshot. 
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App buttons APP guide


